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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Freeland has developed a comprehensive capacity building program for forest police and rangers
called ‘PROTECT’1 (Protected – area Operational and Tactical Enforcement Conservation Training).
These courses provide the first peer reviewed regional training standard for Southeast Asian Wildlife
officials. Sanctioned by the Association of South East Asian Nations Wildlife Enforcement Network
(ASEAN-WEN), and in accordance with the ASEAN Centre for Biodiversity’s (ACB) competency
standards for Protected Area Jobs these have become the baseline that dictates the minimum skills
rangers require to conduct their work and identifies which subjects need to be taught to enable
officials to reach the required work standard to competently fulfil their role.
During March 2019 Freeland conducted the second PROTECT Enforcement Ranger Basic Training
Course for the ‘Integrated Nature Conservation and Sustainable Resource Management in Hin Nam
No Region for the GIZ-Hin Nam No Component of the ProFEB Program’. Forty patrol personnel from
Lao PDR’s Hin Nam No National Protected Area (NPA), Khammouan Province, in East-central Laos
participated in the activity. This report describes the course designed specifically for frontline
personnel engaged in biodiversity protection which was modified to reflect the abilities of the various
agencies the participants seconded to the HNN Project originate.
As this was the second course for this project, six talented graduates from the first course were
invited to be mentors for new students and assistants to the instructors. This gave them a chance to
further hone their skills and help the participants through complex aspects of the course. It should be
noted that some participants in this course were not completely fluent in reading and writing Lao
language and had some challenges in understanding, requiring the assistants to verbally explain
sections of the course, such as written tests. To further improve uptake and relevance some topics
were adapted to ensure applicability for the local situation.
Hin Nam No NPA is approximately 88,000Ha in size and lies on Lao PDR’s central eastern border
with Vietnam. The park is contiguous with in Phong Nga Ke Bang National Park in Vietnam’s central
highlands. Both parks have extensive Karst limestone terrain and access to Hin Nam No is difficult,
often requiring long hikes to enter the park as there are no roads accessible by 4WD. By contrast
poachers can walk in easily from the Vietnam side in just one day. Communication systems in Hin
Nam No are non-existent, so often rangers are largely on their own once on patrol, unless near the
border where Vietnamese mobile phone systems can be accessed at some points. Poachers
generally snare all mammals, but are particularly interested in large bushmeat species such as
sambar deer and valuable pangolins. There is also a problem with illegal logging, although this has
noticeably reduced following the implementation of PM Order 15 2 . Most illegally sourced wildlife
products are trafficked to Vietnam.
This counter poaching and logging training course was implemented at Hin Nam No NPA field
project office in Boualapha district. A mixture of theory and practical classes taught participants an
understanding of how to conduct themselves as park rangers in various situations, including; roles
and responsibilities, first aid, navigation, patrol tactics, arrest techniques, crime scene analysis,
interviewing, evidence collection and post patrol reporting. Course participants were tested, requiring
70% or more to pass. Of the original 40 participants only one did not achieve this, as he left the
course early. The average score was 79.53 for this courser, as opposed to 83.27 in the first course.
Participants came from a wide diversity of backgrounds and abilities, including; village volunteers,
existing community rangers, Ministry of Forestry, national police and Lao military, with these two
latter agencies permanently seconded to provide security during enforcement patrols in Hin Nam No.
Freeland’s instructors are mostly speaking a Thai Northeastern dialect, which is easily understood by
most Lao people which reduced the need for translation. All instructors are retired or active law
enforcement officers themselves, which helped bring much more realism to situational explanations
during classes. A strong rapport developed between the participants and instructors, which led to
increased confidence and trainee engagement.

1 Protected-area Operational & Tactical Enforcement Conservation Training http://www.freeland.org/programs/protect/
2

Order No. 15/PM, dated 13 May 2016 on Enhancing Strictness on the Management and Inspection of Timber Exploitation, Timber Movement
and Timber Business
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This training course concluded with a three-day patrol in Hin Nam No NPA during which all
participants were led by the experienced instructors and were able to practice their skills in real-life
situations. This proved valuable, as it gave the instructor a chance to evaluate participants outside
the course.
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Freeland’s general recommendations to assist enforcement at Hin Nam No, based on
interactions with rangers, staff and instructors.
A law enforcement technical advisor (LETA) with previous experience in Southeast Asia should be
hired to temporarily support a (yet to be hired) HNN Head of Enforcement establishing working
systems and formulate standard operating procedures (SOPs), guiding enforcement operations. In
the Terms of Reference for the LETA - short term (6 month to 1 year) - consultancy, qualifications /
experience must include: proven enforcement management skills, leadership role in PA situation,
working with park rangers and establishing initial operations for PAs. If possible including law
enforcement expertise (not solely urban policing) to initiate a confidential informant network and
management of CIs (further advice for ToR available on request).
HNN project management should consider establishing a ‘floating’ enforcement unit that can support
rangers working in remote areas. They can help collate park based violations data to focus law
enforcement operations, especially in addressing serious logging or poaching.
Ranger refresher training needs conducting annually for all patrol rangers. The previous mentioned
unit could perform this task - if they receive PROTECT Team Leader Training - and would be in a
position to conduct such training internally, leaving a training legacy at the park.
In the longer term the Ministry of Forestry should consider establishing a national mobile rapidresponse ranger unit that has two main roles; law enforcement when severe cases needing
assistance are reported and the ability to conduct ranger training for any PAs across Lao PDR. At
least two examples exist that could be used as working models to emulate; in Thailand there is the
King of Tigers Unit and in Indonesia there is the SPORC (Satuan Khusus Polisi Kehutanan Reaksi
Cepat).
It is suggested that ways to improve communications with remote areas of HNN to assist law
enforcement responses and support during emergencies are explored. This could be a set of satellite
phones, an HF radio system, or the new Garmin ‘In-reach’ GPS/Satellite units3.
Ranger training should be validated after 6 months, to check skill retention and to offer rectifying onjob-training in the field if dangerous practices are observed.
Ranger organizational structure should encompass a (local) Head of Enforcement who oversees all
enforcement operations and management of coordinated protection responses. The role could also
manage investigations (including confidential informants) and ensure all SMART data is returned
from patrols and integrated into the database regularly. This incumbent would lead SMART
management meetings and direct adaptive protection strategies.
Weapon carrying patrol staff require the mandate to carry weapons in the PA. They need the
necessary legal mission orders to conduct armed law enforcement. They also require annual
weapons and weapons safety training.
Law enforcement officials from the military and police trained during this course should be retained
by the project instead of rotating them out to be replaced by new untrained officials. This will improve
teamwork, efficiency, effectiveness and safety among teams, ensuring institutional knowledge is
retained by the teams.
There needs to be more community outreach so that communities understand why there are
regulations in place that protect wildlife and habitat. Outreach team members need to participate in
SMART meetings so they can help identify high risk poaching communities that need attention.
Refresher training and patrol mentoring needs to be regularly conducted to ensure skills are not lost
or deteriorate. A schedule therefore needs to be designed and dates set with team leaders assigned
to conduct this refresher training.
To further motivate rangers the project could consider allowing some to attend the World Ranger
Day in Thailand on July 31st 2019 and the World Ranger Congress in Nepal in November 2019.
3

https://explore.garmin.com/en-US/inreach/
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Recommendations from the first course that were included into this course and continuing
training courses
Lessons on self-defence, were requested and included in this course. However conflict resolution
and leadership were not. These can be administered by project senior staff.
A three day and two night patrol was suggested and included in this course.
Beyond the standard aspects of the course - relevant aspects of co-management, such as ranger
patrol planning, performance monitoring and village reporting could be integrated in the course as
breakout sessions conducted by the co-management secretariat and GIZ advisors.
ENFORCEMENT RANGER BASIC TRAINING COURSE - OVERVIEW
The PROTECT Enforcement Ranger Basic Training Course is designed to train those charged with
law enforcement in protected forests, national parks and wildlife sanctuaries. Presently, it is specific
to Southeast Asian personnel working in terrestrial protected areas and is developed following
guidelines issued by the ASEAN Regional Center for Biodiversity Conservation (ARCBC, now known
as ACB) Competency Standards for Protected Area Jobs. Consideration was also given to the IUCN
Global Register of Competences for Protected Area Practitioners, which Freeland assisted in
preparing4.
This course equips rangers with
the basic knowledge required to
conduct
all
patrol
tasks
confidently and safely in their
local forest environments. The
lessons are a combination of
classroom theory and practical
field-training
exercises.
An
average instructional day begins
at 06:00 hours and often finishes
at 20:00 hours following night
exercises. The majority of lessons
are
conducted
in
outdoor
locations, regardless of weather
and hands-on realistic scenarios
Instructor training participants in basic formation drills
dominate the curriculum. As a
result the course is both
extremely demanding and test participants to the limit.
In this particular course, forty rangers from Hin Nam No National Protected Area (NPA) were trained
to form community-led enforcement units that will operate in the eighteen controlled use zones within
the PA.
During the course participants were tested on key topics, with scores combined into a final
spreadsheet. Individual assessment reports of each participant were also prepared. Throughout,
instructors observed each participant’s attitude, appearance, sense of responsibility, discipline,
performance, team work and leadership abilities.
This course was entirely designed and implemented by Freeland staff in conjunction with DNP
instructors, with further input from GIZ advisors to make topics site specific, focusing on the local
logging, wildlife poaching situation and reporting processes.
The course was conducted over 15 full days at the Hin Nam No NCA field project office near
Boualapha in Khammouan province and various forest locations adjacent and inside National
Protected Area.
4

http://www.natureseychelles.org/knowledge-centre/scientific-papers-database/international-and-regionaldocuments/239-a-global-register-of-competences-for-protected-area-practitioners/file
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COURSE OBJECTIVES
The primary objectives of this course were to:
 Train protected area community rangers from Hin Nam No NPA, who have never had any, or
little law enforcement or anti-poaching patrol training before, so they may safely and effectively patrol
in the protected area.
 Impart and exchange best practices and anti-poaching patrol skills from experienced Thai
rangers to rangers from Hin Nam No NPA.
DESCRIPTION OF TOPICS AND TIME ALLOCATION FOR EACH
Part 0: First Aid
This first section of the course is in principle basic training and should be taught to all PA staff, but its
importance for patrol rangers cannot be overstressed, as rangers operate in remote and often
dangerous locations far from assistance. This section teaches basic first aid to help victims with life
threatening conditions and then teaches secondary first aid for severe, but non-life threatening
problems.
Activity
DR ABC
CPR/resuscitation/recovery
Shock
Control bleeding
(Traumatic wounds)
Control bleeding practice
Snake bites
Fractures
Traumatic wounds
Burns/scalds/heat illness
Basic evacuation procedures
Malaria/Dengue prevention
First Aid Assessment

Remarks
Theory -1 hour
Theory & practical - 3 hours
Theory - 30 mins

Instructor
Boonluan Sankot
Boonluan Sankot
Boonluan Sankot

Theory - 30 mins

Boonluan Sankot

Practical - 1 hour
Practical - 1 hour 30 mins
Practical - 1 hour 30 mins
Practical - 1 hour
Theory - 1 hour
Practical - 1 hour
Theory - 30 mins
Practical test – ½ day
Total duration: 2 days

All
All
All
All
Boonluan Sankot
All
Boonluan Sankot/Tim Redford
All

Not only does a ranger risk injury from hostile encounters with violators, but also difficult forest
conditions. Diseases, accidents, snake bites, landmines and unexploded ordinance, are all major
health and safety risks.
Rangers on patrol may be days away from
human habitation. They may also be beyond
radio contact. Therefore, they must know
how to provide emergency care and ways to
evacuate injured or sick team members to the
nearest medical facility.
This module was taught using role-players
and resuscitation mannequins to provide
realistic practical situations.
By the
completion of the exercises, participants had
gained a basic understanding of the proper
procedures for providing emergency care for
an injured or ill person in the field. They were
required to demonstrate they could sustain

Learning first aid for fractures
the casualty en route to a higher level of medical care.

Topics included danger and response, prior to administering of any first aid, CPR, shock, snake
bites, traumatic wounds and breaks both to legs and arms.

© Freeland
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In addition, the participants learned about various forms of malaria and dengue fever, both common
in this part of Lao PDR. They were taught signs and symptoms and preventative measures. With
early detection and correct treatment, malaria - a common disease throughout the forests of
Southeast Asia - need not be fatal.
Finally, students practiced how to prepare stretchers from readily available materials and how to
evacuate a casualty long distances in a forest environment.
Part 01: Enforcement Ranger
Activity
Introduction to instructors
Introduction to the course
Nature crimes – an introduction
Park protection rangers
Ranger force structure (typical)
HNN Rangers role and responsibility
Code of conduct
Rules of engagement

Duration
15 Minutes
15 minutes
Theory 30 minutes
Theory 30 minutes
Theory 30 minutes
Theory 30 minutes
Theory 30 minutes
Scenarios 1 hour
Total duration: 4 Hours

Instructor
All
Boonleun Sangkot
Boonleun Sangkot
Boonleun Sangkot
Boonleun Sangkot
Nitpakone Sisoulasack
Boonleun Sangkot
Boonleun Sangkot

Southeast Asia is a major target
of and player in illegal wildlife
trade.
Although laws are in
place, wildlife and forestry crime
is often considered a low priority
by law enforcement agencies.
This is despite the issue having
been highlighted by ASEAN Senior
Officials Meeting on Transnational
Crime (SOMTC) as a serious
organized crime requiring special
attention, and the signing of
agreements - including one from
the East Asia Summit Agreement
(2014) - pledging to improve
collaboration to crack down on this
lucrative illicit trade. The park
ranger plays one of the most
Hin Nam No National Protected Area
crucial roles in the frontline of
defence for protected areas.
Unfortunately, they are often overlooked and consequently they are not given the resources or
training to fulfil their role as guardians of biodiversity. Consequently, transnational poaching gangs
are able to plunder the remaining strongholds of endangered and critically endangered wildlife
across the ASEAN region.
The first part of this ranger training course is an introduction to nature crimes, which highlights the
international connections and environmental implications associated with wildlife crime, giving the
rangers an appreciation for the significance of their work. In this lesson, the current state of
Southeast Asian ecosystems is broadly covered. Threats to these delicate landscapes, including
logging, poaching and wildlife trafficking, are discussed, as well as the scale and structure of these
crimes. Understanding the scope of such crimes and the escalating profits and impacts at each
subsequent level shows rangers the similarity this criminal trade has to other major crimes, such as
human trafficking, illegal drugs or weapons. The trade affects all, as resources are moved through
many countries to their final destination. This information helps to give context to the rangers’ roles
and responsibilities. This lesson informs rangers of protected areas enforcement organizational
structure, key roles and responsibilities. Since this course is designed for enforcement rangers, the
bulk of this lesson describes rangers’ mandates and what is expected of them to perform their roles
and responsibilities on a daily basis.

© Freeland
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The threats to protected areas lesson gave rangers an understanding of what they are meant to
protect: endangered animals, endemic species, dwindling habitats, local water supplies, and fragile
ecosystems. Instructors described what species are commonly poached and trafficked, why they
are threatened and reasons they deserve protection.
Also in this section the rangers’ ‘Code of Conduct’ was introduced, affirming that as enforcers of the
law the rangers must act within the law and not conduct criminal activities themselves. Respect for
human rights during arrests/detentions and interviewing was discussed. The appropriate use of force
during an arrest and how rangers should act responsibly at all times so as to maintain respect from
the community they serve and live in was taught. Special emphasis on respect of those in custody
was emphasized, explaining how administering pain or torture is not permitted in any circumstances
and how the rangers have a responsibility to care for a detained person, especially if they are hurt,
injured or sick. Rangers, especially if they are armed should not act in an unprofessional manner,
such as handling weapons irresponsibly, or being intoxicated while working. As law enforcement
officials there is a question of trust and rangers should not be corrupted or misuse their considerable
powers. No particular procedures were discussed about processes if a weapon is discharged and
this is something the project needs to clarify in standard operating procedures.
A serious aspect of this section is the ‘Rules of Engagement’, meaning what process should be used
before a weapon is fired. Several different scenarios were shown to the rangers and they were asked
if the ranger concerned acted correctly and within the law. There are many situations armed rangers
may find themselves in during patrols and they must consider careful the most legal course of action,
so they do not overstep their mandate. A basic guideline for the discharge of a weapon was
discussed and times that a ranger may fire. Again this is something the project needs to clarify in
standard operating procedures.
At the end of this lesson, the rangers had a broader understanding about illegal wildlife trade, the
problems it creates for the both the community and the country as a whole, and their own role in
countering it in a safe, legal and responsible manner.
Part 02: Field craft (Navigation)
Activity
Introduction to navigation
Compass
Compass
Bearings
Bearings
Maps (grid references)
Maps (including map to ground)
GPS
GPS

Duration
Theory – 1 day (~8 hours)
Theory 2 hours 30 mins
Practical – 3 hours
Theory – 2 hours 30 mins
Practical and remedial 3 hours
Theory 2 hours
Practical – 3 hours
Theory – 2 half days (~7 hours)
Practical – 3 hours
Total duration: 2 days

Instructor
Worawat Jaruwattanapong
Worawat Jaruwattanapong
All
Worawat Jaruwattanapong
All
Worawat Jaruwattanapong
All
Worawat Jaruwattanapong
All

Navigation skills are critical to rangers, not only for simply finding their way, but also to be able to
record points to return to easily and be able to report the specific location of violations, or wildlife
interest. Navigation is the most commonly used skill rangers employ; thus, rangers are expected to
be exceptional in field orientation. Perfecting navigation will allow rangers to effectively move during
patrols, report wildlife sighting locations and disturbances that may need to be attended to later.
This section (with retesting) totaled two and a half days of theoretical and practical lessons,
exercises and assessments. Students received wide exposure to more advanced aspects of
navigation including bearings for triangulation of wildlife and violations, use of maps and basic GPS
use for navigation and for SMART data collection.

© Freeland
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.

Introduction – compasses and navigation

The navigation theory covered in the classroom was followed by hands-on familiarization with
equipment in the forest. Instruction covered: utilization of maps, identifying map features from ground
observations, border information, grid references, navigation, contours, use of compass bearings,
GPS and all the features that the equipment provides.

Navigation, Maps, scales, bearings and
GPS use

© Freeland
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Part 02 Field Craft (Silent field signals)
Activity
Silent field signals
Silent field signals

Remarks
Theory -1 hour
Practical – 2 Hours
Total duration: 3 hours

Instructor
Kaew Konkum
All

Being able to communicate silently during counter-poaching patrols only using basic visual signs and
commands can provide rangers with an advantage over potential violators, as it helps coordination of
responses, such as during interdictions including ambushes and raids. Silent field signals are used
to transfer information within a patrol team, while minimizing noise which may alert a poacher of their
presence.
During this module, participants were taught 42 regularly-utilized silent field signals to be memorized
and used during patrols. These field signals were then implemented throughout the practical field
exercises of the course to aid retention. A number of the more commonly used signals such as ‘stop’
and ‘come here’ became second nature.

An example of silent field signals meaning: “Scout, come to Team Leader for a reconnaissance”

Silent field signals in use during the course
Any unusual or manmade noise can alert poachers that rangers are patrolling in the area, so these
signals are of great use in maintaining a tactical advantage.
Further signals may be agreed on within ranger teams who regularly operate together, but basic
commands are standard, as this allows for more than one team to be integrated into bigger ‘sections’
of rangers, which can be two teams, or more, for larger poacher gang ‘take downs’. Stealth in the
forest is an important advantage to rangers, as it increases chances of taking poachers by surprise
and increases the likelihood of wildlife observations.

© Freeland
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Part 03. The Violator
Activity
Actions on encountering
Categories of violators
Hostile and non-hostile violators
Knowing where to look
Identifying poacher locations

Remarks
Theory -1 hour
Theory – 30 minutes
Theory – 30 minutes
Theory – 30 minutes
Theory – 30 minutes
Total duration: 3 hours

Instructor
Boonleun Sangkot
Boonleun Sangkot
Boonleun Sangkot
Boonleun Sangkot
Boonleun Sangkot

During this section of the course rangers learnt about the types of violators they might encounter
during patrols and park based investigations. Different strategies for the several types of poachers
were recommended, including how to
engage aggressive versus nonaggressive violators.
Participants
learnt about four main types of
violators and their roles in illegal
wildlife crime;
1. Subsistence poacher;
2. Local professional;
3. Professional; and
4. Crime Head.
These differing types of poachers and
criminals were discussed along with
their motivation, roles in the supply
Typical professional poachers armed with weapons
chain and best tactics for successfully
interdicting them. There was a
discussion on how subsistence poachers may - with careful management - become informants for
the park and the rewards from this could help both their social economic situation and the park.
Another important class was an explanation on how to handle hostile and non-hostile violators.
Some poachers may be compliant and pose little danger to the rangers, but some may be
particularly violent and look at any opportunity to hurt them. During arrests initially all suspects
should be treated carefully until it is ascertained if they pose any direct danger to the rangers.
In this lesson, rangers were also taught where to look for poachers, and ways to locate them.
Knowing where to find persons conducting illegal activities requires stealth and attention to small
details. It was emphasized that each patrol team should have at least one expert tracker to follow
any poachers if they are in the area. Poachers are adaptive and as patrol interdictions become
successful the poachers will quickly modify their habits to avoid being caught. Consequently rangers
must keep one step ahead and evolve their tactics too.
Many human activities can alert poachers to a ranger’s presence, so they are taught throughout this
course how to conceal their movements and look for the signs of the poachers. Participants
observed a number of demonstrations by instructors showing how noise and light, can give away
someone’s whereabouts. Examples included: noises from talking or chopping, campfires, flashlights,
and even cigarettes. Demonstrations also showed how distance estimation to the source of light or
noise can be difficult, as they are perceivable at great distances in the silence darkness of night.
Rangers learn to keep an eye out for these signs and conversely, how to maintain their concealment
at night. The instructors and participants exchanged experiences, local knowledge and insights into
the poaching situation at Hin Nam No NPA
It was noted that if force is used during an arrest it must be directly proportional to the situation and
never more than is necessary. All suspects must be treated with respect, as any of them may later
be converted to an informant. There is always the consideration that any suspects sent to the police
may soon be bailed, or be encountered again soon after in the local community. Rangers should
explain the laws they are enforcing and ensure suspects fully understand they have broken national
© Freeland
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law (or community regulations) by poaching, and the damage their crime as done to national or
community property. This way the suspects should understand the rangers are only doing their job
and not blame them personally for being sent for to the police for prosecution, or the administration
of a fine.
Part 04 Patrolling Operations
Activity
Patrol Area
Patrol types
Patrol search techniques
Patrol Tactics

Remarks
Instructor
Practical - 2 hour (extra time)
Boonluan Sankot lead/All
Theory – 1 hour
All
Theory – 1 Hour
All
Theory – 1 Hour
All
Total duration: 5 Hours
Patrolling is a physical activity conducted to gain information and/or provide security for a specified
area. The areas of operation (AO) should be clearly defined and a threat assessment guiding initial
responses until SMART data is complete enough to guide adaptive management. This section of the
course explained how crimes vary, not just in type, but also in where and how they are conducted.
Then how different approaches and techniques can help rangers become more effective in
countering these various violations. With safety being the most important facet of counter poaching
operations, rangers learnt how they should fully understand the situations they are entering
interdictions to ensure no one gets hurt. This includes the ability to defuse conflict situations, to
disengage if the threat is too great, how to keep the tactical advantage over criminals and how to
safely detain and search suspects. Students learnt about day and night operations and the potential
advantages and threats of each and how the severity of threats may change during the seasons, or
around holidays.
This section also discussed the various types of patrols and how each can be used to the rangers
advantage. A ranger presence and routine patrols will discourage many types of patrolling and so
rangers must be adaptive to maintain control of an area. In regular enforcement management,
rangers should implement several types of patrols and vary these periodically to avoid poachers
understanding their routines and weaknesses. The different types of patrols include;
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Perimeter;
Core;
Routine;
Deterrent;
Search and capture

Perimeter patrols monitor who enters and leaves the park and can be an effective way of preventing
poaching. Core patrols monitor areas that should be free of all human interference. Search and
capture patrols are used when the team identifies a specific target and objective (such as when intel
indicates poachers or loggers are operating in a specific area). Learning standard procedure for
each of these patrols is important for creating a uniform response to threats in a PA.
Part 05: Patrol Operations Procedure
Activity
Orders
Patrol Plans
Preparing for a patrol
Conduct of a patrol
Incidents and procedures
Post patrol debriefings
Post patrol administration
Patrol reports
Analyzing patrol data
Casualty evacuation

© Freeland

Remarks
Theory – ½ hour
Theory – ½ hour
Theory – ½ Hour / practical ½ hour
Theory – ½ hour
Theory – ½ hour
Theory – ½ hour
Theory – ½ hour
Theory – 1 hour
Theory – 1 Hour
Practical – 1 Hour
Total duration: 5 Hours
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Instructor
Boonluan Sankot
Boonluan Sankot
Boonluan Sankot /All
Boonluan Sankot
Boonluan Sankot
Boonluan Sankot
Nitpakone Sisoulasack
Nitpakone Sisoulasack
Nitpakone Sisoulasack
All
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This is a long section with a lot of theory and so classes were split throughout the course to avoid too
much time in the classroom at one sitting. The casualty evacuation section was integrated into the
end of the first aid practical section. Some of the classes were amalgamated into one class with two
topics that logically fit together e.g. Patrol planning and orders.
This section is one of the most important for effective patrolling as it sets sound guidelines on how to
comprehensively implement patrols from the first orders given by a park director, down through the
chain of command, to the rangers charged with conducting the patrol through to post patrol actions.
It clearly defines each section of a patrol and who needs to perform which assigned tasks
throughout.
Generally a park director will coordinate with the park head of enforcement and discuss current and
expected situations using adaptive management to plan pro-active initiatives to prevent, deter and
interdict criminal activities within a protected area.
Preparing for a patrol involves all aspects or orders, plans and equipment are in place and that the
enforcement manager and stand-by staff know the plans and systems are in place if assistance is
needed, such as reinforcements from a stand-by team. Then equipment is prepared and packed in
the most efficient manner possible, can easily be found when required and will not be lost in the
forest or damaged during water crossings e.g. every item is secured in a backpack, vest or uniform
pocket. Students were taught how to correctly stow field equipment into their backpacks for
maximum noise prevention in the field, and so that critical gear was readily accessible, even in the
dark. The participants also learnt about cameras and logs to record animal sightings, illegal
activities, with observational codes that allows later patrols to notice differences and pass information
along from one person to another.
Part 06: Patrol Formations
Activity
Patrol Formations
Obstacle Crossing
Break Track

Remarks
Practical - 2 hour (extra time)
Practical – 1½ hour
Practical – 1½ Hour
Total duration: 5 Hours

Instructor
Boonluan Sankot lead/All
All
All

This module also provides students with instruction
in the various types of field patrol formations used
while in the forest. Patrol formations are used when
the patrol moves tactically. Single file, for example,
is useful for following narrow features such as
creeks and narrow tracks. Conversely, a diamond
pattern or open file can be used in open country.
Formations are safer, save time and allow for
control and security in tactical movement. Through
this module, the participants learnt a number of
patrol
formations,
the
advantages
and
disadvantages of each, and how they may be
utilized to gain a tactical advantage over poachers.

Patrol Formations (staggered)

Obstacle Crossings. This section teaches the rangers how to cross open areas that may give away
their presence or put them in potentially vulnerable situations. These include crossing tracks,
streams or grassy areas. The rangers practiced this activity across a small road outside the training
area until each team member was familiar with their role and understood the conduct of the exercise.
Break track. This drill is designed to gain an advantage over trackers or spotters from poaching
gangs who may be trying to understand the route the patrol team is using. This is a way of going
back on the teams’ route and monitoring if they are being.

© Freeland
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Part 7. Patrol Bases
Activity
Patrol Base Drill
Patrol Base Site selection
Living in the field
Patrol Base Establishment and drill
Danger in Patrol base at night

Remarks
Practical – 2 Hours
Practical - 1 hour
Practical - 1 hour
Practical - 2 hour
Practical - 1 hour
Total duration: 1 day

Instructor
All
All
All
All
All

A patrol base is a secured camp location used during enforcement patrols as a site for eating and/or
sleeping. When at a patrol base, the ranger team must maintain group and personal security. During
lengthy or overnight halts in close country (difficult conditions) the patrol base should be used. This
drill is designed to let the patrol deploy into a protective position with minimal orders and delay.
Patrol Base Selection, entry, survey and establishment
In this module, participants
developed
a
basic
understanding of the how to
locate and establish a safe
and secure patrol base while
on
counter-poaching
operations

Practicing patrol bases in a controlled environment

For many of the participants
this was the first time they
had utilized the project
supplied field equipment and
setting the patrol bases was
a good practice for when
they go on the three-day
field practice at the end of
the course.

Because
many
illegal
activities occur at night, participants also learn how to carry out a number of tasks without the benefit
of light. After practicing these skills by day, rangers later practiced establishing their patrol base by
night. Having set up their camp in darkness, students were taught how to expand their patrol skills
in the dark. Once these skills are mastered, rangers will have many advantages over poachers and
loggers working in the darkness. Instruction was given in methods of moving at night without the
use of light.
Part 8. Hostile engagement
Persons showing disregard for wildlife or the
laws to protect it frequently do not have respect
for other laws, or the life of enforcement rangers
if they are challenged.
The United States Fish and Wildlife Service
warns that, “(wildlife) law enforcement agents
are nine times more likely to be assaulted
with deadly force while in the forest than
counterparts in urban situations”
Every ranger must be aware that their job is a
serious and dangerous undertaking. Rangers
must not merely believe that a hostile encounter

© Freeland
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might occur, but also realize that it probably will occur. They should, therefore, be fully prepared for
aggressive interactions with poachers and know how to deal with such situations effectively. The
safety and life of every team member must remain assured throughout the situation.
Using drills and procedures, the main objective of this module was to train the students how to
quickly and instinctively react to aggressive acts from a hostile violator.
Part 9. Intelligence Gathering Patrols
Activity
Reconnaissance Patrols
Reconnaissance and Surveillance
Conduct Surveillance
Conduct Surveillance

Remarks
Theory – 1 Hour
Practical - 1 hour
Practical - 1 hour
Practical - 1 hour
Total duration: 1/2 day

Instructor
Boonluan Sangkot
All
All
All

Gathering information is an important
facet of patrolling, through using SMART
and other data bases PA management
can understand what is happening in their
parks. Often in parks where rangers are
unarmed reconnaissance and surveillance
are the only two activities they can do
without enforcement support. Both
reconnaissance and surveillance need to
be conducted covertly and so rangers
were shown how to quietly observe
people in the forest and gather
information on possible suspects involved
in illegal activities. Also, both these types
of information-gathering activates should
Forest patrolling techniques
be conducted immediately prior to a
deliberate raid or ambush. Rangers were
taught what information is important to collect using a checklist in the enforcement manual. They
were shown how to make diagrams and maps of poacher camps to be used in pre-ambush briefings.
This module focuses specifically on gathering information through the planning, implementation, and
documentation of a reconnaissance patrol.
Participants were taught the reasons for conducting reconnaissance, and what information should be
collected when conducting reconnaissance about illegal activities. The team was then broken into
two groups, one led by the team leader and one led by the team’s second-in-command. The groups
were given general orders to conduct a reconnaissance on a simulated poacher’s camp. They were
required to approach the camp, draw a detailed sketch map of the site and return to the training
center without detection. These sketch maps were later used to plan a raid on the camp.
Teams then had to exchange the maps they had made during their earlier reconnaissance drill and
follow these maps to conduct deliberate raids. This gave the students a chance to practice their
stealth skills and check their mapping precision. After the conduct of the raid when suspects were
detained, they ran through the process of searching, securing, and questioning the suspects, and
processing the crime scene, including the documentation essential to writing an incident report.
Part 10: Takedowns and Raids
Activity
Introduction to takedowns and Raids
Quick takedown
Deliberate Raids
Deliberate Raid Team
Deliberate Raid Section
Night Deliberate Raid

© Freeland

Remarks
Theory – 1 Hour
Practical - 1 hour
Practical - 2 hour
Practical - 2 hour
Practical - 2 hour
Practical - 2 hour
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Instructor
Boonluan Sangkot
All
All
All
All
All
Total duration: 1 day
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This module describes how to conduct
takedowns and raids against armed and
non-armed poachers in a tropical forest
environment.
Quick takedowns and
deliberate raids are part of a ranger’s
required skill set. Quick takedowns are
often necessary in the course of routine
patrolling. When rangers come across a
poacher’s camp, they must make a rapid
decision to interdict and capture the
poachers. Deliberate raids, on the other
hand, include time for planning and
reconnaissance. A deliberate raid will
normally involve a number of teams
against a large target or objective. They
take training, practice and coordination.

Takedowns and raids

During the training, a deliberate raid exercise was then conducted on simulated poacher camps.
Students broke into four groups of two teams each and devised a basic raid plan, which they
rehearsed prior to deployment. Using the skills they had learned to date, the teams then approached
the camp and conducted a deliberate raid against four ‘poachers.’ These raids were also conducted
at night so students gained appreciation for conducting operations in the dark.
In any situation where a violation occurs,
all evidence and potential weapons
should immediately be taken from a
suspect. Participants were instructed in
safe methods to detain and search
violators, so that escapes or attacks do
not occur.
This section also covered the required
process for handling a detainee from the
time of capture to commencement of
questioning and transport back to a substation or headquarters. As with other
modules, safety considerations were
highlighted as points of paramount
concern.

Arrest techniques

Parts 12 & 13. Crime Scene Processing, Interviewing and Questioning
Activity
Crime Scene Processing Theory
Crime Scene Processing
Interviewing and Questioning Theory
Interviewing (Practical)
Interviewing (Practical)

Remarks
Theory – 1 Hour
Practical - 1 hour
Practical - 1 hour
Practical - 1 hour
Practical - 1 hour

Instructor
Boonluan Sangkot
All
All
All
All
Total duration: 1/2 day

A crime scene is an area where evidence of criminal activity is believed to be located. It may be a
newly captured poacher’s camp, where suspects or other persons are present, or a camp in the
forest that has been vacant for many days. In any case, specific steps must be taken by the
investigating team to control the area in order to preserve evidence for collection. Students were
taught the importance of recording evidence to ensure the best possible case was prepared against
the violator.

© Freeland
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Simply reporting this evidence verbally will not
allow for it to be submitted through a court system
or for other rangers to be able to identify similar
occurrences or data.
Rangers completed exercises with cameras in the
field, learning how to correctly photograph evidence
such as footprints using common objects as a scale
for size comparison for size and proportion details.
This module also trained participants in how to take
proper photos of violators for identification
purposes.
Rangers learned as well how to identify wildlife
contraband and how to collect this evidence without
Searching crime scenes
damaging or rendering it unusable. By the end of
the module, the participants understood how to
secure and process a crime scene, gather evidence, and document the process using notes and
cameras.
A single interview can often make the
difference between a solved and unsolved
case. Knowing what questions to ask and
how to ask them is critical to the interviewing
process. Hence, it is very important for an
interviewing officer to have skills of
persuasion. Such skills may help convince
suspects to release closely held information.
It is also necessary for rangers to be
proficient in discerning whether information
provided by suspects is credible.
Using poor interview techniques may be the
largest single obstacle to obtaining accurate
information. During this module participants
Practicing interviewing suspects in the field
were taught the correct techniques
necessary for conducting a successful interview, such as: preparation, types of questions to ask and
indicators of false information.
Part 14. Ambushes and Track Sits
Activity
Track sits
Deliberate Ambush

Remarks
Practical – 1 Hour
Practical - 3 hours
Total duration: 1/2 day

This section describes how to conduct
deliberate and immediate ambushes. It
also covers conducting a track-sit
against armed poachers in a forest
environment. Immediate ambushes are
most commonly used during route
clearances. They are employed when
rangers encounter poachers moving
along the same track in the opposite
direction. The ranger team must spot the
poachers before they, themselves, are
compromised. Deliberate ambushes on
the other hand, are used when rangers
have the opportunity to remain
concealed, lying in-wait on ground of
their own choosing along known or
suspected poacher infiltration routes.
© Freeland
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Boonluan Sangkot
Boonluan Sangkot
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Similar to ambushes, track-sits involve a concealed patrol base along a track. The aim of a track sit
is to stop any person moving along the track and take them to the patrol base for search and
questioning.
Ambushes and track-sits are some of the safer means of capturing poachers. When rangers lie
concealed and wait for violators they have the advantage of surprise as well as the ability to evaluate
the situation. If they believe it may be unsafe to initiate the ambush, they can decide to remain
concealed and allow the poachers to move through the capture zone without interference.
PARTICIPANT LIST
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

Name
Souliduen Chaichanapromma
On Rolwanchai
Hounkham Kumphadee
Sompasong Taemariya
Siphasert Nasai
Sangmanee Sangphauthum
Viengxai
Keang Keanseesawat
Naunta Wantongkum
Tunee Seewonchai
Jueng Thumwong
Kham Worachan
Noi Suttiwilai
Leng Sangsuk
Kaber
Kai Maneewan
Yhun Songkaen
Thumbol Taneny
Keo Wilaipon
Sai Kaewtadee
Kikeo Bunthai
Keo Sinaunchan
Won Chaiyason
Thurakit Phangprachan
Konkham Lumphon
Khamsamai Kaewthummawong
Tiem Chaiyakeng
Neng Khumdee
Paipranom Malawong
Phang Hramanee
Air Haichaiyawong
Wanh Langsamai
Ken Inthawongsa
Sonsamai chaiphanya
Viengchilinthong
Pheng Noikanang
Ponesak Chaiyawong
Keooudone Phumkason
Phetsupan Kaleedoungson
Kreng Bouwtongwan
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Protected Area
Hin Nam No National Protected Area
Hin Nam No National Protected Area
Hin Nam No National Protected Area
Military assigned to HNN project
Hin Nam No National Protected Area
Hin Nam No National Protected Area
Hin Nam No National Protected Area
Hin Nam No National Protected Area
Hin Nam No National Protected Area
Hin Nam No National Protected Area
Hin Nam No National Protected Area
Hin Nam No National Protected Area
Hin Nam No National Protected Area
Hin Nam No National Protected Area
Hin Nam No National Protected Area
Hin Nam No National Protected Area
Hin Nam No National Protected Area
Hin Nam No National Protected Area
District Military assigned to HNN project
Hin Nam No National Protected Area
Hin Nam No National Protected Area
Hin Nam No National Protected Area
Hin Nam No National Protected Area
Hin Nam No National Protected Area
Hin Nam No National Protected Area
Hin Nam No National Protected Area
Hin Nam No National Protected Area
Hin Nam No National Protected Area
Border Military assigned to HNN project
Military assigned to HNN project
Hin Nam No National Protected Area
Hin Nam No National Protected Area
Hin Nam No National Protected Area
Hin Nam No National Protected Area
Military assigned to HNN project
Hin Nam No National Protected Area
Border Military assigned to HNN project
Border Military assigned to HNN project
District Police Him Nam No National Protected Area
Police assigned to HNN project
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FINAL TESTING
During the last day of instruction a rotational stand system was used during which rangers were
required to pass through all 5 practical stands during which they were tested on each of the following
skills;
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

correct location of each member in a patrol team during patrols,
first aid,
navigation,
team patrol tactics,
team deliberate ambush.

During the above both individuals and teams were tested. These stands also gave the instructors a
final picture of the abilities of each course participant, which assisted the instructor’s evaluation of
each. Scores were combined with the written exam and are shown in the Course final scores table.
Notes to accompany final scores
Each participant was tested in several different ways, there were pre-post tests to provide a basic
evaluation to show if/how much their performance had changed. There were five test topics, these
were both evaluated during the course and again in the final test and then there was an instructor’s
personal evaluation of each participant, which were all combined. All the instructors reviewed each
participant and an overall score was awarded based on their participation, teamwork, skill and
attitude. This final evaluation of the participants was conducted and included in the course scores
and results.
PRE-POST TEST RESULTS
Prior to receiving any instruction all students participated in a simple pre-post test which gave a
snapshot of their understanding of simple aspects of work that they should know for their day to day
operations.
Questions included, first aid, navigation, ranger role and responsibility and basic tactics. Following
the course the students were tested again using a similar set of questions, to demonstrate their
immediate uptake and retention of topics taught.

The average score among the 40 students during the pre-test was 61.75%. This increased to an
average of 70.5% for the post test. Seven students managed to score lower on the post test. These
anomalies may be explained by the participant’s previous restricted access to formal education,
leading to reading and writing challenges. Generally there was a great improvement in their practical
skills and this pre-post test showed there was an overall improvement in their understanding of key
aspects of their work and the specific skills required to conduct their work as an enforcement ranger.
© Freeland
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COURSE FINAL SCORES (in order)
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APPENDIX
Assistant to instructors - review
Six graduates from the first HNN ER-BTC held in December 2018 were invited to return and assist
on this second course. This served as both a refresher for them, but also as preparation in the event
that future project support extends to team leader training.
All of them require substantial training and guidance before they would be able to instruct during a
course, but generally their attitudes were quite good, although they were easily distracted and often
forgot what their main role in assisting the instructors was.
Here follows a quick review of each assistant and their abilities in assisting.

1

2

ທ
ູ ນ ໍວະດ
ີ
Thun Waradee

This ranger is well suited to be a trainee on a
team leader course and has the potential to be a
very skilled ranger. He was willing, hard-working
and gave useful suggestions.

ພ
ີ ງ
ົ ມມາ ທອງສ
Phomma Tongsing

This ranger was extremely helpful during the
entire course and he has the potential to be a
trainer. He showed that he can take responsibility
and did not shy away from work.

He was helpful during the entire course and he
3

4

5

6

ເສ
ື ອ ຫອມດວງຈັນ
Seua Homdongchan

ີ ສສ
ົ ມພອນ ໂພຊະນະ
Sisomphone
Phoxana
(Jock)

ທ
ຸ ິ ລຍະວ
ິ ດຕາວັນ ສ
ົ ງ
Thidthavanh
Suriyavong

ຸ ກ
ໍຄາຫ
ຼ້ າ ທະວ
ີ ສ
Khumlar Thavisouk

has the potential to be a team leader. He showed
that he can take a leadership role if needed.

This ranger was probably one of the best
assistants. He took very good control over the
team and the trainees. He has a sense of
responsibility and shows much potential.

This assistant’s son was ill during the course so
he only was able to attend the course a few
times. Therefore it was not possible to perform a
clear review.

Although Mr. Khumlar helped during the main part
of the course he was often distracted and
sometimes not giving 100% of his attention. He
did not join in the field section as he left the
course to attend his friend’s wedding.

© Freeland
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APPENDIX
Post course activity
Practical field section – three days in the forest
A recommendation from the first HNN enforcement ranger course in December 2018 was that a
practical field session would be a constructive way to reinforce all the new skills in a real situation.
Therefore, this short practical session was included in this second course.
15th March 2019. Day 1:
After travelling from the training facility the students and instructors arrived at 9:30 am the chosen
start point near Xe Bang Fai cave. Students were divided into 6 groups, each with one instructor and
one assistant. The objective of the first day was to walk about 12kms into the forest towards the site
where the river disappears into the cave. During the walk students practiced navigation and GPS
use. Four waypoints were chosen and at each trainees were encourage to observe the area and
describe what they saw. At each they were required to complete reporting forms, using GPS to mark
the locations and if there were signs of illegal activity. Mastering GPS use is also essential for
navigation in combination with a map. Rangers must to be able to navigate accurately and mark
locations of interest, especially when recording SMART patrol data.
Around 3pm a patrol base was established and food prepared. During camp preparation, the
trainees learned about the essentials of setting up camp in the forest and how to choose a suitable
safe location. This is important because the camp site needs to be located in a way that minimizes
the risk of exposure to dangers at night such as a flash floods, which are common at this PA.

Local poachers, snares and a recued Ferret Badger

Two poachers were found during this day, they had nylon cord in their possession, but no wildlife.
However, later in the day a Burmese Ferret Badger (Melogale personata) was found in a snare and
rescued. Several more snares were found and removed also.
16th March 2019. Day 2:
The objective of the second day in the forest was to practice different types of patrolling, namely (1)
‘’staggered file’’, (2) ‘’Diamond’’, and (3) ‘’Straight line’’. Since the purpose of a ranger is to
effectively patrol an area for illegal activity, these patrolling skills are of great importance as effective
patrolling increases the ability of a ranger team to interdict poachers and loggers. Later the teams
practiced ambushes and poacher take downs, similar to the style they learned during the course.
This drill was crucial for trainees to learn how to deal with armed poachers that may pose a threat to
their safety. In the late afternoon another patrol base was established and the trainees further
learned about essential features a suitable camp site must represent to be safe.
An additional skill taught in the field and that is not discussed usually during the course manual is
how to cross a river, something rangers have to do regularly. Here rangers were taught how to
traverse a fast flowing river just using a non-stretch climbing rope. This also included practicing
different types of knots to ensure the rope would not slip. Rangers need to know how to cross a fast
flowing river as this could pose a potentially dangerous obstacle. Rangers were also taught how to
remain afloat in the water while using different accessories such as backpack and pants, in case
they fell in.
© Freeland
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17th March 2019. Day 3:
After breaking camp in the morning the students patrolled back to the cave car park, arriving around
lunch time.
Notable encounters
During the time in the forest different signs of illegal activity were recorded including subsistence
poachers, with disease carrying dogs, wildlife snares, and tree stumps left behind from logging
activity. Also AK47 and .22 cartridges were found on the forest floor, clearly demonstrating that
armed poachers regularly enter the park.
A range of live wildlife was observed, including an endangered black langur. We hope all this
information was recorded by the students and the assistant instructors for inclusion in the parkbased SMART database.

Course participants practicing in the forest during the 3-day field section

© Freeland
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APPENDIX: 02-2019 ER-BTC PARTICIPANTS
Ranger Participants
Name
ສ
ຸ ິ ລເດ
ື ອນ ໄຊຊະນະ
ພ
ົ ມມາ
1

2

Souliduen
Chaichanapromma

ອ
່ ອນ ໍລວັນໄຊ
On Rorwanchai

Park/Contact details

ຫ
ຼ້ ອງການກະສ
ໍ າ ແລະ ປ
່ າໄມ
ຼ້
ິ ກ
DAFO Staff
Final Score 85.87% Top ten in class

ຫ
ຼ້ ອງການກະສ
ໍ າ ແລະ ປ
່ າໄມ
ຼ້
ິ ກ
DAFO Staff
Final Score 82.62% Top ten in class

3

4

5

ຫວຍຄ
ໍ າ ໍຄາພາດ
ີ
Huankham
Khamphadee

ສ
ິ ຍະ
ົ ງປະສ
ົ ງ ຕຽມອາລ
Sompasong
Tiemariya

ີ ສປະເສ
ີ ດ ນາຊາຍ
Siphasert Nasa

ຫ
ຼ້ ອງການກະສ
ໍ າ ແລະ ປ
່ າໄມ
ຼ້
ິ ກ
DAFO Staff
Final Score 83.35% Top ten in class

ຫ
ຼ້ ອງການກະສ
ໍ າ ແລະ ປ
່ າໄມ
ຼ້
ິ ກ
DAFO Staff
Final score 87.16% Top ten of class

ຫ
ຼ້ ອງການກະສ
ໍ າ ແລະ ປ
່ າໄມ
ຼ້
ິ ກ
DAFO Staff
Final Score 80.77%

6

ແສງມະນ
ຸ ທ
ຸ ມ
ີ ແສງພະອ
Sangmanee
Sangphaouthum
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ຫ
ຼ້ ອງການກະສ
ໍ າ ແລະ ປ
່ າໄມ
ຼ້
ິ ກ
DAFO Staff
Final Score 76.83%
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7

8

9

10

ວຽງໄຊ
Viengxai

ເກ
ື ອຍງ ຂຽນສະຫວັດດ
ີ
Kueng Kiansawatdee

ນວນຕາ ວັນທອງຄ
ໍ າ
Naunta Wantongkum

ຕ
ູ ຼ້ ່ີ ນ ີ ສວອນໄຊປກຊ
Tunee Seewonchai

11

12

13

Hin Nam No Ranger
GIZ/DOF Hin Nam No Project Office, Bouhlapha,
Khammouane Province, Lao PDR
T. +856 51 214 175
Final score 79.10%

Hin Nam No Ranger
GIZ/DOF Hin Nam No Project Office, Bouhlapha,
Khammouane Province, Lao PDR
T. +856 51 214 175
Final score 76.56%

Hin Nam No Ranger
GIZ/DOF Hin Nam No Project Office, Bouhlapha,
Khammouane Province, Lao PDR
T. +856 51 214 175
Final score 75.20% (bottom 10 of class)

District Military
Final score 79.59%

ໍ າວ
ື ຈງ ທ
ົ ງ
Jueng Thumwong

Hin Nam No Ranger
GIZ/DOF Hin Nam No Project Office, Bouhlapha,
Khammouane Province, Lao PDR
T. +856 51 214 175
Final score 85.27% Top ten in class

ໍຄາ ໍວລະຈັນ
Kham Worachan

Hin Nam No Ranger
GIZ/DOF Hin Nam No Project Office, Bouhlapha,
Khammouane Province, Lao PDR
T. +856 51 214 175
Final score 72.61% (bottom 10 of class)

ນ
ຸ ດທະວ
ຼ້ ອຍ ສ
ິ ໄລ
Noi Soutthawilay

Hin Nam No Ranger
GIZ/DOF Hin Nam No Project Office, Bouhlapha,
Khammouane Province, Lao PDR
T. +856 51 214 175
Final score 78.17%
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14

15

16

ແລ
ຸ ກ
໋ ງ ແສງສ
Leng Sangsouk

ກະເບ
ີ
Kaber

ໄກ
່ ມະນ
ີ ວັນ
Kai Maneewan

Hin Nam No Ranger
GIZ/DOF Hin Nam No Project Office, Bouhlapha,
Khammouane Province, Lao PDR
T. +856 51 214 175
Lost 4 days of course to slight injury (hospital)
Final score 79.79%
Hin Nam No Ranger
GIZ/DOF Hin Nam No Project Office, Bouhlapha,
Khammouane Province, Lao PDR
T. +856 51 214 175
Final score 80.30%

Hin Nam No Ranger
GIZ/DOF Hin Nam No Project Office, Bouhlapha,
Khammouane Province, Lao PDR
T. +856 51 214 175
Final score 78.47%

່ົ ງແຂວງ
ຫຍ
ູ ຼ້ ຍ ສ
Yhun Songkaen

Hin Nam No Ranger
GIZ/DOF Hin Nam No Project Office, Bouhlapha,
Khammouane Province, Lao PDR
T. +856 51 214 175
Final score 74.83% (bottom 10 of class)

18

່ື ອຍ
ຕ
ໍ າບ
ົ ນ ຕາເນ
Thumbol Thanuern

Hin Nam No Ranger
GIZ/DOF Hin Nam No Project Office, Bouhlapha,
Khammouane Province, Lao PDR
T. +856 51 214 175
Final score 79.73%

19

ແກ
ຼ້ ວ ິ ວລະພອນ
Keo Wilaipone

ປກຊ
District Military
Final score 82.90% Top ten in class

ໃສ ແກ
ຼ້ ວກາດ
ີ
Sai Kaewkhadee

Hin Nam No Ranger
GIZ/DOF Hin Nam No Project Office, Bouhlapha,
Khammouane Province, Lao PDR
T. +856 51 214 175
Final score 76.72%

17

20
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21

22

23

24

25

26

27

ກ
ຸ ນໄທ
ຼ້ ວ ບ
ິ ແກ
Kikeo Bunthai

Hin Nam No Ranger
GIZ/DOF Hin Nam No Project Office, Bouhlapha,
Khammouane Province, Lao PDR
T. +856 51 214 175
Final score 72.75% (bottom 10 of class)

ແກ
ຼ້ ວ ີ ສນວນຈັນ
Keo Sinaunchan

Hin Nam No Ranger
GIZ/DOF Hin Nam No Project Office, Bouhlapha,
Khammouane Province, Lao PDR
T. +856 51 214 175
Final score 81.50%

ວອນ ໄຊຍະສອນ
Won Chaiyason

Hin Nam No Ranger
GIZ/DOF Hin Nam No Project Office, Bouhlapha,
Khammouane Province, Lao PDR
T. +856 51 214 175
Final score 73.72% (bottom 10 of class)

ທ
ຸ ລະກ
ິ ດ ແພງພະຈັນ
Thurakit
Phangprachan

ຄອນຄ
ໍ າ ໍລາພອນ
Konkham Lumphon

Hin Nam No Ranger
GIZ/DOF Hin Nam No Project Office, Bouhlapha,
Khammouane Province, Lao PDR
T. +856 51 214 175
Final score 73.79% (bottom 10 of class)
Hin Nam No Ranger
GIZ/DOF Hin Nam No Project Office, Bouhlapha,
Khammouane Province, Lao PDR
T. +856 51 214 175
DID NOT COMPLETE COURSE
Final score: N/A

ໍຄາສະໃໝ ແກ
ຼ້ ວທ
ໍ າມະ
ວ
ົ ງ
Khamsamai
Keothammavong

Hin Nam No Ranger
GIZ/DOF Hin Nam No Project Office, Bouhlapha,
Khammouane Province, Lao PDR
T. +856 51 214 175
Final score 82.87% Top ten in class

ຕຽມ ໄຊຍະແສງ
Tiem Chaiyakeng

Hin Nam No Ranger
GIZ/DOF Hin Nam No Project Office, Bouhlapha,
Khammouane Province, Lao PDR
T. +856 51 214 175
Final score 77.95%
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28

ແໜ
່ ງ ໍຄາດ
ີ
Neng Khamdee

29

ໄພພະນ
ົ ມ ມາລາວ
ົ ງ
Paipranom
Malawong

30

31

32

33

34

35

ແພງ ຫາລະມະນ
ີ
Phang Halamanee

ແອ ໄຫໄຊຍະວ
ົ ງ
Air Haichaiyawong

ຫວັນ ລາງສະໄໝ
Wanh Langsamai

ເຄນ ິ ອນທະວ
ົ ງສາ
Ken Inthawongsa

ສອນສະໄໝ ໄຊປັນຍາ
Sonsamai
chaiphanya

ວຽງ ິ ຈິ ລນທອງ
Vieng Chilinthong
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Hin Nam No Ranger
GIZ/DOF Hin Nam No Project Office, Bouhlapha,
Khammouane Province, Lao PDR
T. +856 51 214 175
Final score 72.58% (bottom 10 of class)

ທະຫານຊາຍແດນ
Border Army
Final score 89.03% TOP OF CLASS

Hin Nam No Ranger
GIZ/DOF Hin Nam No Project Office, Bouhlapha,
Khammouane Province, Lao PDR
T. +856 51 214 175
Final score 82.27%

Hin Nam No Ranger
GIZ/DOF Hin Nam No Project Office, Bouhlapha,
Khammouane Province, Lao PDR
T. +856 51 214 175
Final score 80.52%

Hin Nam No Ranger
GIZ/DOF Hin Nam No Project Office, Bouhlapha,
Khammouane Province, Lao PDR
T. +856 51 214 175
Final score 78.56%

Hin Nam No Ranger
GIZ/DOF Hin Nam No Project Office, Bouhlapha,
Khammouane Province, Lao PDR
T. +856 51 214 175
Final score 79.22%

Hin Nam No Ranger
GIZ/DOF Hin Nam No Project Office, Bouhlapha,
Khammouane Province, Lao PDR
T. +856 51 214 175
Final score 80.43%

Hin Nam No Ranger
GIZ/DOF Hin Nam No Project Office, Bouhlapha,
Khammouane Province, Lao PDR
T. +856 51 214 175
Final score 77.86%
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36

ເພ
ຼ້ ອຍກາງນາງ
ັ ງນ
Pheng Noykangnang

37

ພອນສັກ ໄຊຍະວ
ົ ງ
Ponesak
Chaiyawong

38

39

40

Hin Nam No Ranger
GIZ/DOF Hin Nam No Project Office, Bouhlapha,
Khammouane Province, Lao PDR
T. +856 51 214 175
Final score 76.23% (bottom 10 of class)

ທະຫານຊາຍແດນ
Border Army
Final score 76.44% (bottom 10 of class)

ແກ
ຸ ດອນ ພ
ຼ້ ວອ
ົ ມມະ
ເກສອນ
Keooudone
Phommakeson

ທະຫານຊາຍແດນ
Border Army

ເພ
ຸ ພັນ ກາລ
ຼ້ ວ
ີ ແກ
ັ ດສ
ດວງສອນ
Phetsoupan
Kaleekeodoungson

ປກສ
District Police

ກຽງ ບ
ົ ວທອງວັນ
Kieng
Bouathongvanh
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Final score 85.38% Top ten in class

Final score 86.54% Top ten in class

Hin Nam No Ranger
GIZ/DOF Hin Nam No Project Office, Bouhlapha,
Khammouane Province, Lao PDR
T. +856 51 214 175
Final score 77.97%
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Course Staff/GIZ Staff
Name

1

2

3

4

5

6

Tim Redford

Position/Contact details
Position: Training coordinator/Instructor
Freeland Foundation
Address: 92/1 Soi Phahonyothin Soi 5,
Phahonyothin Road, Samsen Nai, Phaya Thai,
Bangkok 10400 Thailand
Tel. +66 89 927 6066
Email: tim@freeland.org

Kajorn Nathung

Chief Instructor for course
Position: Law Enforcement Technical Advisor
Freeland Foundation
Address: 92/1 Soi Phahonyothin Soi 5,
Phahonyothin Road, Samsen Nai, Phaya Thai,
Bangkok 10400 Thailand

Boonluan Sankot

Instructor 2IC for course, Hasadin Unit
(DPKY World Heritage Site)
Enforcement Ranger Team Leader.
Position: Government employee
Department of National Parks, Wildlife and Plant
Conservation, Thailand
Protected Area: Khao Yai National Park.

Kaew Konkum

Instructor Hasadin Unit
(DPKY World Heritage Site)
Enforcement Ranger Team Leader.
Position: Government employee
Department of National Parks, Wildlife and Plant
Conservation, Thailand
Protected Area: Pang Sida National Park.

Worawat
Jaruwattanapong

Instructor Manager
Technical staff
Position: Government employee
Department of National Parks, Wildlife and Plant
Conservation, Thailand
Office.

Saksee Janhom
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Position: Government employee
Department of National Parks, Wildlife and Plant
Conservation, Thailand
Office.
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Prapakon Panyasan

Position: Government employee
Department of National Parks, Wildlife and Plant
Conservation, Thailand
Office.

Korkiart Phiwphong

Position: Government employee
Department of National Parks, Wildlife and Plant
Conservation, Thailand
Office.

Thawatchai Inprasert

Position: Government employee
Department of National Parks, Wildlife and Plant
Conservation, Thailand
Office.

Waraporn
Ruksachart

Position: Training coordinator
Freeland Foundation
Address: 92/1 Soi Phahonyothin Soi 5,
Phahonyothin Road, Samsen Nai, Phaya Thai,
Bangkok 10400 Thailand

11

Sinan Serhadli

Position: Training coordinator
Freeland Foundation
Address: 92/1 Soi Phahonyothin Soi 5,
Phahonyothin Road, Samsen Nai, Phaya Thai,
Bangkok 10400 Thailand

12

Nitpakone
Sisoulasack

Biodiversity Monitoring Lead
GIZ ProFEB-HNN Programme

7

8

9

10

Development Advisor
13

14

Dirk G. Euler,

GIZ ProFEB-HNN Programme

ທ
ູ ນ ໍວະດ
ີ
Thun Waradee

Assistant to Instructors
Hin Nam No Ranger
Project office. GIZ Hin Nam No Office, Thakhek,
Khammouane Province, Lao PDR
T. +856 51 214 175
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15

16

17

18

19

ພ
ີ ງ
ົ ມມາ ທອງສ
Phomma Tongsing

Assistant to Instructors
Hin Nam No Ranger
Project office. GIZ Hin Nam No Office, Thakhek,
Khammouane Province, Lao PDR
T. +856 51 214 175

ເສ
ື ອ ຫອມດວງຈັນ
Seua Homdongchan

Assistant to Instructors
Hin Nam No Ranger
Project office. GIZ Hin Nam No Office, Thakhek,
Khammouane Province, Lao PDR
T. +856 51 214 175

ີ ສສ
ົ ມພອນ ໂພຊະນະ
Sisomphone
Phoxana
(Jock)

ທ
ຸ ິ ລຍະວ
ິ ດຕາວັນ ສ
ົ ງ
Thidthavanh
Suriyavong

ຸ ກ
ໍຄາຫ
ຼ້ າ ທະວ
ີ ສ
Khumlar Thavisouk
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Assistant to Instructors
Hin Nam No Ranger
Project office. GIZ Hin Nam No Office, Thakhek,
Khammouane Province, Lao PDR
T. +856 51 214 175

Assistant to Instructors
Hin Nam No Ranger
Project office. GIZ Hin Nam No Office, Thakhek,
Khammouane Province, Lao PDR
T. +856 51 214 175

Assistant to Instructors
Hin Nam No Ranger
Project office. GIZ Hin Nam No Office, Thakhek,
Khammouane Province, Lao PDR
T. +856 51 214 175
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APPENDIX - PARTICIPANT EVALUATION OF COURSE
At the end of the course, students were asked to complete questionnaires evaluating various course
components. Composites are displayed here.

TRAINEE EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE
Course Title:
PROTECT 02-2019
Part 1
Serial

Enforcement Ranger Basic
Training Course - Hin Nam No

Question / Statement

Course
Dates:

Yes

No

04-18 March 2019

Trainee or Supporting Comments
Note – some participants were
from military or police. All others
were from local communities. But
most said everything was totally
new to them and complex.
Some topics too brief and some
were very difficult to
understand (12)

1.

Did you have prior skill or
knowledge on any of the training
just completed?

4

35

2.

Did you understand the entire
training course?

24

15

X

X

GPS (8)

X

X

All good for future use (1)

35

4

No comments

32

7

No comments

35

4

All stated they will be able to
utilize what they learned

28

11

No comments

27

12

No comments

35

4

Yes, but if more training were
available, they would like more
(7)

32

7

No comments

X

X

This was not made available

30

9

Note. Some IP students had
trouble with Lao language too

3.
4.
5.

6.

7.

8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

What was the most difficult
aspect/subject to learn?.
What was the easiest
aspect/subject to learn?
Was all the necessary equipment
available and serviceable?
If you answered ‘No’ to the
previous question, what
equipment was unavailable or
unserviceable?
Did you gain any skills on the
course that you are expected to
use practically in your job or
work?
If you answered ‘No’ to the
previous question, will you use
any of these skills in your job in
the near future?
Were you assessed as competent
in all aspects of the training?
Do you feel confident now to
employ the skills in your
workplace?
Did you have enough time to
prepare for this TRG?
Did you review the TRG
curriculum briefing?
Did you understand the
instructors?

Part 2
Serial
14.
15.
16.

Statement
The accommodation was
satisfactory.
The unit training
facilities/areas were
satisfactory.
Meals were satisfactory.

© Freeland

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

26

12

1

24

13

2

26

12

1

36

Trainee Supporting
Comments
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17.
18.
19.

20.

21.

22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

All medical or dental
problems were dealt with
satisfactorily.
There has been adequate
personal time allowed.
The training team was able to
cope with all aspects of the
TRG?
The TRG manual and
handouts were all accurate
and complete?
There was a good balance
between theory and practical
work?
Trainees were pre-approved
reasonably? Privately
prepared for evaluation?
The assessment tested my
knowledge and skills?
Appropriate teaching
techniques were used?
Daily activities were suitably
organized?
There was enough time spent
on each subject?
The TRG period was suitable?

19

17

3

17

19

3

24

14

1

23

15

1

20

18

1

21

17

1

21

17

1

27

11

1

21

17

1

13

21

5

21

15

3

Some topics too
short (6)

TRAINING TRAINEE EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE
…continued

Additional Comments:
(see original forms for full comments in this column in Lao language)
In general students felt they were able to learn the topics, however many thought that some were
too difficult, such as GPS, especially in such a short time. They suggested that more time or
further training should be made available for complex topics such as GPS/Navigation and field
data collection.
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APPENDIX. Training Module Evaluation
Course Student Feedback
Overview:
Ranger surveys conducted at the end of this PROTECT Enforcement Ranger Basic training course
indicate that across all 14 parts, participants found that the lessons taught helped enhance their
knowledge and was directly relevant to their current duties working for the HNN. These feedback
results also help inform which modules should have more time allocated to them, if future courses
are planned. As One student resigned from the course, so feedback is from 39 students.
Part 0.1a. Primary First Aid 01a, CPR, DRABC, Shock
Statement

Poor

Fair

Good

My understanding of this module was:

0

17

22

The practicality of this module for my work is:

0

12

27

The instructor’s knowledge of the subjects was:

0

3

36

The instructor’s skills in presenting the subjects :

0

11

28

Statement

Less time spent on
subjects

For this module I would like:

1

No Change - it's good

More time spent
on subjects

12

6

Analysis of Primary first aid showed that the majority of students thought this was a useful topic to
know and was applicable to their work as rangers. It should be noted that the topics in these
sections are similar to standard first aid courses. Only one student would like to have spent less time
on this topic.
Part 0.First Aid 02a, (cont.) Traumatic injuries, breaks, burns, snake bites, malaria
Statement

Poor

Fair

Good

My understanding of this module was:

0

28

11

The practicality of this module for my work is:

0

14

25

The instructor’s knowledge of the subjects was:

0

7

32

The instructor’s skills in presenting the subjects :

0

12

27

Statement
For this module I would like:

Less time spent on
subjects
0

No Change - it's good
7

More time spent
on subjects
32

Analysis of secondary first aid demonstrated that all thought this topic worthwhile and directly
applicable to their work.
Part 1. Enforcement Ranger-Roles and Responsibilities

© Freeland
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Statement

Poor

Fair

Good

My understanding of this module was:

1

23

15

The practicality of this module for my work is:

0

8

31

The instructor’s knowledge of the subjects was:

1

6

33

The instructor’s skills in presenting the subjects :

0

9

30

Statement

Less time spent on
subjects

For this module I would like:

0

No Change - it's good

More time spent
on subjects

7

32

Analysis. This section is the main stage-setter that describes what the rangers are supposed to be
doing each time they patrol and so the fact that one still did not understand demonstrates the
awareness of that particular student rather than the topic and instructors. Most students wanted
more information about the role and responsibility.
Part 1. Threats to a Protected Area - Assessments
Statement

Poor

Fair

Good

My understanding of this module was:

1

17

21

The practicality of this module for my work is:

1

8

30

The instructor’s knowledge of the subjects was:

0

7

32

The instructor’s skills in presenting the subjects :

1

6

32

Statement

Less time spent on
subjects

For this module I would like:

2

No Change - it's good

More time spent
on subjects

10

27

Analysis. The threats faced by HNN are similar to almost every protected area in Southeast Asia
and so the threats and ways to assess these is a fairly standard approach to understanding these
and initiating measures to counter such threats. More time could be spent on reviewing threats to
utilizing SMART for adaptive management later.
Part 1. Nature Crimes - Introduction
Statement

Poor

Fair

Good

My understanding of this module was:

0

22

17

The practicality of this module for my work is:

0

9

30

The instructor’s knowledge of the subjects was:

0

6

33

The instructor’s skills in presenting the subjects :

0

8

31

Statement
For this module I would like:

© Freeland

Less time spent on
subjects
0

No Change - it's good
10

39

More time spent
on subjects
29
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Analysis. This was a fairly simple theoretical topic and is connected to Part 3, the violator. Most
thought it was practical to their daily work.

Part 2. Compass Operation and bearings
Statement

Poor

Fair

Good

My understanding of this module was:

0

17

22

The practicality of this module for my work is:

0

6

33

The instructor’s knowledge of the subjects was:

0

5

34

The instructor’s skills in presenting the subjects :

0

5

34

Statement

Less time spent on
subjects

For this module I would like:

0

No Change - it's good

More time spent
on subjects

5

34

Part 2. GPS Theory and Practice
Statement

Poor

Fair

Good

My understanding of this module was:

0

28

11

The practicality of this module for my work is:

0

7

32

The instructor’s knowledge of the subjects was:

0

4

35

The instructor’s skills in presenting the subjects :

0

5

34

Statement

Less time spent on
subjects

For this module I would like:

1

No Change - it's good

More time spent
on subjects

19

19

Part 2. Map Grid References
Statement

Poor

Fair

My understanding of this module was:

2

29

8

The practicality of this module for my work is:

0

4

35

The instructor’s knowledge of the subjects was:

0

6

33
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The instructor’s skills in presenting the subjects :
Statement

0

Less time spent on
subjects

For this module I would like:

2

No Change - it's good

9

30

More time spent
on subjects

12

25

Part 2 Maps / Border Information
Statement

Poor

Fair

Good

My understanding of this module was:

0

27

12

The practicality of this module for my work is:

0

8

31

The instructor’s knowledge of the subjects was:

1

1

37

The instructor’s skills in presenting the subjects :

0

6

33

Statement

Less time spent on
subjects

For this module I would like:

0

No Change - it's good

More time spent
on subjects

13

26

All of the navigation related topics were quite a challenge for all participants. Language was a
considerable issue, especially with GPS, as all instructions are in English. It is important for the
rangers to use the GPS as much as they can, so skills are not lost. All were able to use the GPS, but
for some it was a considerable struggle.
Part 3. The Violator
Statement

Poor

Fair

Good

My understanding of this module was:

0

24

15

The practicality of this module for my work is:

0

6

33

The instructor’s knowledge of the subjects was:

0

2

37

The instructor’s skills in presenting the subjects :

0

8

31

Statement
For this module I would like:
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Less time spent on
subjects
0

No Change - it's good
7

41

More time spent
on subjects
32
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Part 4. Patrol Tactics [patrol Areas of Operation (AO’s), search techniques]
Statement

Poor

Fair

Good

My understanding of this module was:

0

21

18

The practicality of this module for my work is:

1

6

32

The instructor’s knowledge of the subjects was:

0

2

37

The instructor’s skills in presenting the subjects :

0

9

30

Statement

Less time spent on
subjects

For this module I would like:

0

No Change - it's good

More time spent
on subjects

6

33

Part 5. Patrol Operation – Pre [orders, planning] & Post [Debrief & reporting]
Statement

Poor

Fair

My understanding of this module was:

0

31

8

The practicality of this module for my work is:

0

8

31

The instructor’s knowledge of the subjects was:

0

3

36

The instructor’s skills in presenting the subjects :

0

7

32

Statement

Less time spent on
subjects

For this module I would like:

0

No Change - it's good

Good

More time spent
on subjects

9

30

Part 6. Patrol Formations [formation, obstacle crossings, break track]
Statement

Poor

Fair

Good

My understanding of this module was:

1

21

17

The practicality of this module for my work is:

0

11

28

The instructor’s knowledge of the subjects was:

0

2

37

The instructor’s skills in presenting the subjects :

0

3

36

Statement
For this module I would like:
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Less time spent on
subjects
0

No Change - it's good
7

42

More time spent
on subjects
32
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Part 7. Patrol bases – site selection, fish hook entry, establishing, security at night.
Statement

Poor

Fair

Good

My understanding of this module was:

0

18

21

The practicality of this module for my work is:

0

12

27

The instructor’s knowledge of the subjects was:

0

3

36

The instructor’s skills in presenting the subjects :

0

4

35

Statement

Less time spent on
subjects

For this module I would like:

0

No Change - it's good

More time spent
on subjects

9

30

Part 8. Patrol Hostile encounters, hostile engagement, break contact, counter ambush.
Statement

Poor

Fair

Good

My understanding of this module was:

1

26

12

The practicality of this module for my work is:

0

12

27

The instructor’s knowledge of the subjects was:

0

3

36

The instructor’s skills in presenting the subjects :

0

9

30

Statement

Less time spent on
subjects

For this module I would like:

0

No Change - it's good

More time spent
on subjects

12

27

Part 9. Conducting Reconnaissance.
Statement

Poor

Fair

Good

My understanding of this module was:

0

28

11

The practicality of this module for my work is:

0

11

28

The instructor’s knowledge of the subjects was:

0

3

36

The instructor’s skills in presenting the subjects :

0

5

34

Statement
For this module I would like:
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Less time spent on
subjects
0

No Change - it's good
10

43

More time spent
on subjects
29
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Part 9. Reconnaissance/Surveillance & Patrols.
Statement

Poor

Fair

Good

My understanding of this module was:

0

26

13

The practicality of this module for my work is:

0

12

27

The instructor’s knowledge of the subjects was:

0

3

36

The instructor’s skills in presenting the subjects :

0

6

33

Statement

Less time spent on
subjects

For this module I would like:

0

No Change - it's good

More time spent
on subjects

10

29

Part 10. Deliberate Raids.
Statement

Poor

Fair

Good

My understanding of this module was:

0

26

13

The practicality of this module for my work is:

0

14

25

The instructor’s knowledge of the subjects was:

0

3

36

The instructor’s skills in presenting the subjects :

0

12

27

Statement

Less time spent on
subjects

For this module I would like:

0

No Change - it's good

More time spent
on subjects

10

29

Part 10. Module 2.5. Takedowns
Statement

Poor

Fair

Good

My understanding of this module was:

0

28

11

The practicality of this module for my work is:

0

12

27

The instructor’s knowledge of the subjects was:

0

4

35

The instructor’s skills in presenting the subjects :

0

8

31

Statement
For this module I would like:
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Less time spent on
subjects
0

No Change - it's good
11

44

More time spent
on subjects
28
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Part 11. Search & Securing suspects
Statement

Poor

Fair

Good

My understanding of this module was:

0

18

21

The practicality of this module for my work is:

0

12

27

The instructor’s knowledge of the subjects was:

0

5

34

The instructor’s skills in presenting the subjects :

0

6

333

Statement

Less time spent on
subjects

For this module I would like:

0

No Change - it's good

More time spent
on subjects

9

30

Part 12. Crime Scene Processing
Statement

Poor

Fair

Good

My understanding of this module was:

0

27

12

The practicality of this module for my work is:

1

8

30

The instructor’s knowledge of the subjects was:

0

4

35

The instructor’s skills in presenting the subjects :

0

5

34

Statement

Less time spent on
subjects

For this module I would like:

0

No Change - it's good

More time spent
on subjects

11

28

Analysis. With one student considering there is no practicality of this topic with their work, further
training is probably required, as searching and crime scene analysis is of the utmost importance,
especially if commercial poachers become involved, as then specialist skills such as snare
signatures can be utilised to connect poachers to specific incidents. Later, evidence chain of custody
will be equally important if cases proceed to court.
Part 13. Interviewing & Questioning
Statement

Poor

Fair

Good

My understanding of this module was:

0

22

17

The practicality of this module for my work is:

0

10

29

The instructor’s knowledge of the subjects was:

0

5

34

The instructor’s skills in presenting the subjects :

0

4

35

Statement
For this module I would like:
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Less time spent on
subjects
0

No Change - it's good
6

45

More time spent
on subjects
33
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Part 14. Immediate Ambushes
Statement

Poor

Fair

Good

My understanding of this module was:

0

22

17

The practicality of this module for my work is:

0

10

29

The instructor’s knowledge of the subjects was:

0

6

33

The instructor’s skills in presenting the subjects :

0

8

31

Statement

Less time spent on
subjects

For this module I would like:

0

No Change - it's good

More time spent
on subjects

9

30

Part 14. Deliberate Ambushes
Statement

Poor

Fair

Good

My understanding of this module was:

0

23

16

The practicality of this module for my work is:

0

8

31

The instructor’s knowledge of the subjects was:

0

5

34

The instructor’s skills in presenting the subjects :

0

6

33

Statement

Less time spent on
subjects

For this module I would like:

0

No Change - it's good

More time spent
on subjects

8

31

Part 14. Night Deliberate Raids
Statement

Poor

Fair

Good

My understanding of this module was:

0

23

16

The practicality of this module for my work is:

0

8

31

The instructor’s knowledge of the subjects was:

0

7

32

The instructor’s skills in presenting the subjects :

0

7

32

© Freeland
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Statement

Less time spent on
subjects

For this module I would like:

0

No Change - it's good

More time spent
on subjects

10

29

Part 14. Track Sits
Statement

Poor

Fair

Good

My understanding of this module was:

0

24

15

The practicality of this module for my work is:

0

5

34

The instructor’s knowledge of the subjects was:

0

4

35

The instructor’s skills in presenting the subjects :

0

6

33

Statement
For this module I would like:

Less time spent on
subjects
0

No Change - it's good
8

More time spent
on subjects
31

Conclusion of training modules analysis
Enforcement Ranger – Roles and responsibilities: We felt that more introductory guidance
should be introduced by the project so rangers fully comprehend their role whilst patrolling.
Navigation was the most challenging for the students, further time needs to be spent on this by
team leaders during actual patrols.
First Aid was complex for some and given the remote areas patrolled more refresher needs in this
topic later
Patrol Tactics were generally understood by all and the results from the evaluations all seemed
quite consistent in the responses.
There seemed a general wish for more training and more time on all topics. To initiate in-house
ability to continue training we suggest that consideration be given for developing project instructors,
Which can be achieved by taking the 20 most talented graduates and allowing them to participate in
a PROTECT team leaders course, as this has a section on how to teach and will leave a legacy of
trainers at the project site.

© Freeland
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Appendix VII – Group photo(s)
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APPENDIX X – Schedule

#02-2019 PROTECT ENFORCEMENT RANGER TRAINING COURSE
04-18 MARCH 2019

COURSE SCHEDULE (Condensed)

HIN NAM NO NATIONAL PROTECTED AREA
LAO PDR

ER-BTC 2

© Freeland
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Description
Column 1 – Ser = Serial each activity in the day has a serial number for reference this starts at Number 1. This is for reference during coordination conferences
Column 2 – Time = The time of day, the activity starts and is expected to finish.
Column 3 – Subject = is the subject name for the particular topic
Column 4 (removed in this version) – Loc/ Dress = Location, the location for the activity; the dress is the type of clothing and equipment to be worn by the candidates.
Column 5 (removed in this version) – Instructor = These are the key personnel responsible for delivering the instruction/lesson, the instructor is responsible the actual
presentation, the coordinator is the person to assist the instructor in setting up demonstration squads, or props, the interpreter is used if the instructor is unable to speak the
local language. Use the initials or full name.
Column 6 (removed in this version) – I.O. =– Instructional Objectives = the lesson number the subject is from (this can be found on the instructional objective) the letters in
brackets after the number represent (T) theory and (P) practical.
Column 7 Description – A brief description of the lesson content and conduct or the required main teaching points the instructor has to deliver to the student by the end of
Column 8 – Remarks/Props = any remarks or special points or safety issues for consideration, and any training media required.
Other Abbreviations
Abv.
FD
IDP
IOP
PTD
Inst
Tran
Coord
TC
Asst Inst
CR
FTA
P
T

© Freeland

Explanation
Field Dress
Indiividual Day Patrol Equipment
Individual Overnight Patrol Equipment
Physical Training Dress
Instructor
Translator
Coordinator
Training Center
Assistant Instructor
Classroom
Field Training Area
Practical
Theory
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Day #1
Date: 04 March 2019
#
Time
Subject
1
0700-0800
Breakfast

2

0800-0900

INTRODUCTION AND THREATS TO A PA
Description

Registration / Equipment Issue

Issue all equipment to students (manuals,
student packs, specialist equipment)
Intro Instructors and staff
Outline Cse & Requirements
Rules & Regulations
Pre-test (30 minutes)

3

0900-1000

Course Orientation and Pre-test

4

1000-1130

Opening Address

5

1130-1200

Nature Crimes – Introduction

6
7
8

1200-1300
1300-1400
1400-1500

Lunch
Threats to a Protected Area
The Violator

9

1500-1600

Park Protection Rangers

10

1600-1700

Park Protection Rangers

11

1700-1800

Spare

12

1800-1900

Dinner

13

1900-2000

Spare

© Freeland

An overview of the international nature of the
crimes and its effect on National Security,
Understand threats to PA
Understand the various threats to a PA
Understand the different Violators
Park Protection Structure and organization,
roles and responsibilities. Team structure
Break up into teams for the training, designate
team positions

Remarks/Props
Sick Parade is to occur every morning prior to sick or ill student
attending breakfast – to be held at team office
Roll Call is to occur at the end of breakfast and 10 minutes prior
to the first lesson.
Training Team Morning Brief is to occur every morning prior to
commencement of Breakfast at training team office
GO AND NO GO AREAS
All Instructors
All Assist Instructors to Attend.
Issue 40 Lao pre-tests
Can reduce time if required and bring classes forward
Freeland use Lao ppt translation

Use Lao translation
Use Lao translation
Nitpakone/GIZ
Instructor Team leaders are to go over each role and
responsibility with their team and sections
Training Team Briefing to occur each evening prior to dinner
at training team office
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Day #2
#
Time

Date: 05 March 2019
Subject

1

0600-0645

Physical Training

2

0700-0800

Breakfast
Introduction to First Aid and the
Human Body

3

0800-0900

4

0900-1000

DR.ABC

5

1000-1100

Resuscitation/ CPR

6

1100-1200

CPR

7

1200-1300

Lunch

8

1300-1400

Shock

9

1400-1500

Control Bleeding

10

1500-1600

Snake bites

11

1600-1700

Fractures and Breaks

12

1700-1800

Fractures and Breaks

13

1800-1900

Dinner

14

1900-2000

Malaria / Dengue Fever

© Freeland

FIRST AID
Description
Warm-ups
Short run and Self-defence practice

Remarks/Props

Roll Call 0750 hrs
Introduction to how the Human Body works
What is First Aid, Casualty evacuation
Danger, Response, Airway, Breathing,
Circulation, Recovery Position
Start with Resuscitation
Know how to conduct Cardio Pulmonary
Resuscitation
Practice Cardio Pulmonary Resuscitation with
one person and two people
Cause of Shock
Symptoms
Treatment
3 types of Bleeding
Direct pressure, tourniquets
Practice
Types of snakes and poison effect (ppt)
Symptoms
Correct bandaging
snake ID purpose
Closed fracture
Open fracture
Apply splint and bandage Open Fracture
Practice applying splints

PowerPoint Pres Lao

Elastic Bandages x 30
Splints
Bone?, tape
1 x Asst. Instructor as casualty demo
10 x splints
bandages

Understand different types of Malaria, symptoms
PowerPoint Pres Lao
and treatment.
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Day
#
1
2
3
4

#3
Date: 06 March 2019
Time
Subject
0600-0645
Physical Training
0700-0800
Breakfast
0800-0900
Burns/ scalds
0900-1000
Heat illness

5

1000-1100

Traumatic Wounds

6

1100-1200

Traumatic Wounds

7

1200-1300

Lunch

8

1300-1400

Evacuation Procedures

Carrying methods, chair, fireman, drag
6 Teams, assemble make-shift stretchers and
practice evacuation of injured

9

1400-1500

First Aid Assessment

Break up into 6 stands teams are to go in and
treat casualty
Rotational stands

10

1500-1800

First Aid Assessment

Rotational stands – testing

13

1800-1900

Dinner

© Freeland

FIRST AID & ASSESSMENT
Description
Self-defence practice x 2 (police and Krav Maga)

Remarks/Props
“Catch the Poacher’’
Roll Call 0750 hrs

3 types of burns and treatment
Heat illness, cause, symptoms, and treatment
Sucking chest wound
Stomach wound
Head wound
Traumatic Amputation

54

6 x improvised stretchers
Break up into 6 teams
1 Asst Instructor at each loc as casualty with multiple
wounds.
7 x Water bottles with tube, Red food dye,
Splints, bandages x qty. Ground sheets x 7
CPR, Broken Arm, Broken Leg, Snake bite, Sucking Chest
wound, Stretcher evacuation
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Day #4
Date: 07 March 2019
#
Time
Subject
1
0530-0700
0700-0800
Breakfast
2

0800-0900

Maps and Border Information

3

0900-1000

Grid References

4

1000-1100

Grid Reference

5

1100-1200

Map to Ground

6
7

1200-1300
1300-1400

Lunch
Compass

NAVIGATION
Description
Self-defence practice

8

1400-1500

Bearings

9

1500-1600

Bearings

10

1600-1800

Bearings and compass use practical

12
13

1800-1900
1900-2000

Dinner
Spare for revision
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Remarks/Props

Introduction to Navigation
1:50,000 – description and border information
4 Fig Grid Square, 6 Fig Grid Reference
10 Fig Grid Reference
Plot 4 and 6 fig Grid Reference
Understand contour lines in relation to ground
shape, Map setting. How to Identify topo features
and ref to locations on the map
Know the components of a compass
Know how to plot a bearing on a map
Know how to take bearing from a map to compass
Bearing – map to compass, compass to map
Know how to shoot a bearing,
Practical experience orienteering around a set
course using only bearings and distance
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Roll Call 0750 hrs
Maps x 45
Pencils
Distribute roamers

Large compass / distribute training compasses, 1 x each
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Day #5
Date: 08 March 2019
#
Time
Subject
1
0700-0745
Breakfast

NAVIGATION
Description

2

0800-0900

Revision

Clarify doubtful compass/navigation points

3

0900-1000

Project Reporting Data Sheets

4

1000-1100

GPS

5
6
7

1100-1200
1200-1300
1300-1400

GPS
Lunch
GPS/Map/compass

8

1400-1500

Navigation Ex Briefing

9

1500-1600

Navigation Exercise

10
11
13
14

1600-1700
1700-1800
1800-1900

Navigation Exercise
Navigation Exercise
Dinner
Spare
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What and Why
Draw up in note books
Construct Nava data sheets from Map 4 legs
How does a GPS work (include line of sight)
Know the key functions of a Global Positioning
System
Know have to turn on a GPS
Know how to get a location fix
Know how to read a UTM
Know how to Mark a location
Know how to turn a GPS off
Practice
GIS inst / Rangers
Brief all students on the exercise
Make nav data sheet
Teams must Navigate around a 6 point
navigation course utilizing all newly learned
skills
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Remarks/Props
Roll Call 0750 hrs
Compass x 40
Maps x 50
Project specific data sheets- project self introduces

20 x GPS

20 x GPS
20 GPS
Brief Asst Instr on Conduct and issue Legs. Last checkpoint to
Night insertions.
Field Equipment - 9 Teams
1 Instructor per team to ensure that one person conducts a leg
of the Navigation course.
2. Evaluation sheet needs to be carried by Instructors.
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Day
#
1
2

#6
Date: 09 March 2019
Time
Subject
0530-0630
PT
0700-0800
Breakfast

3

0800-0830

4

0830-0930

5

0930-1000

6

1000-1030

7

10.30-11.00

Rules of Engagement
Rules of Engagement &
Scenarios x 5
Enforcement Ranger Code of
conduct

Remarks/Props
Roll Call 0750 hrs

Know what rules of engagement (ROE) are
according to the UN Doctrine, use of force and
firearms for law Park Protection officers
Examples of ROE situations, then discuss

Demo squad, 5 Asst. Instr. As Rangers Actors as poachers,
local weapons, axes, knives.

Specific rules for the project

e.g. behaviour and esp. conduct/interactions with community

Patrol Operations

Types of Patrols, aims, Patrol Zones and
sectors

Theory, types of patrols and their purposes

Patrol Operations Procedure

Orders
PIOD/Patrol Diary/recording what you see and
hear on a patrol

8

1100-12.00

9
10
11

1200-1300
1300-1400
1400-1500

Patrol Operations –Patrol
Diary/PIOD
Lunch
Silent Field Signals
Silent Field Signals

12

1500-1600

Individual Movement

13

1500-1600

Patrol Formations

14
15
16
17

1700-1730
1730-1800
1800-1900
1900-2000

Obstacle crossing drill
Break track drill
Dinner
Spare
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PATROLLING OPERATIONS
Description
Different casualty carries/Self defense

Reason for use, demonstrate, student mimic
Continue practice in field area.
Walk x 2, Monkey crawl, Belly crawl, Leopard
crawl
Single file, Open File, Staggered File,
Extended Line (5 man teams)
Roles and responsibilities each team member
Know how to securely cross potential obstacles
Know why and how to break track
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Preliminary Initial Operations Directive
50 x silent field signal diagrams
Explain, demo squad, team practice
Explain, demo squad, team practice
Explain, demo squad, team practice
Explain, demo squad, team practice
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Day
#
1
2

#7
Date: 10 March 2019
Time
Subject
0530-0630
Physical Training
0700-0800
Breakfast

3

0800-0900

Prepare for a patrol

4

0900-1000

Patrol Base Drill

5

1000-1100

Patrol Base Site selection

6

1100-1200

Living in the field

7

1200-1300

Lunch

Required equipment for a patrol
Correct packing and silencing
Responsibilities for preparing equipment
Know the reason for a patrol base drill
How to conduct a patrol base drill
Considerations to select a Patrol base site and
locations of each team member
How to set up fly sheet and when
Slip knots, water filling from fly sheet
Know how to establish a patrol base
Know how to conduct patrol base routine
Setting up of shelters and camp
Morning routine
Students conduct a patrol base drill then
establish a patrol base.

8

1300-1400

9

1400-1430

10

1430-1530

11

1530-1700

Danger in Patrol base at night
(Theory)

Actions on:
Contact, Wild animals, Night sentries, RV
procedure

12
13
14
15
16

1700-1800
1800-1900
1900-2000
2000-2100
2100-0600

Preparing for night in field
Dinner
Danger in Patrol base at night
Night Observation Skills
Overnight in field

Practice Actions on

© Freeland

Patrol Base Establishment

PATROL BASE
Description
Light Run and strength Exercises

Patrol Base Drill
Establishment
Patrol Base Drill
Establishment

Remarks/Props
Roll Call 0750 hrs
All require IOP
All prep equipment for an overnight base drill. Keep equipment
tidy, ready for use with nothing hanging outside or making noise

Instructor demo in open area for ease of student observation
and more practice. String for dark night guide ropes.

One camp established
Two demo pers 1 correct 1 incorrect.
One camp established
Two demo pers 1 correct 1 incorrect. – discuss.

Continued practice

Red permanent marker pens to colour flash lights
Student sleep in field
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Day #8
Date: 11 March 2019
#
Time
Subject
1
0600-06.30
Move back to training center
2
0700-0800
Breakfast
3

0800-0830

Secure and Search Suspects

4

0830-0900

Secure and Search Suspects

5

0900-1000

Violators Stop/secure

6

1000-1100

Violators Follow-up

7

1100-1200

Immediate Ambush

8

1200-1300

9

1300-1400

Reaction to confrontation

10

1400-1500

Reaction to confrontation

11
12
13
14

1500-1600
1600-1700
1700-1800
1800-1900

Reaction to confrontation
Reaction to confrontation
Dinner
Spare
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SEARCH & SECURE SUSPECTS - HOSTILE ENGAGEMENT
Description
Remarks/Props
Roll Call 0750 hrs
Know how to approach a suspect
Know the rights and treatment of suspects
Know how to handle more than one suspect
Know how to search and secure a suspect
Practice Searching and securing a suspect
Handcuffing Techniques, Control Aggressive
Persons Techniques
Drills on Encountering - Stop violator and
secure area
Drills on Encountering- Follow-up escaping
violator
Drills on Encountering Violators Immediate
Ambush
Individual drill (shot at)
Team contact drill
Target indication
Contact from front, rear, left, right - After drill is
completed it is to be explained the team leader
has three options. Option 1 – hold fast in
position and request assistance, 2 – push
forward and takedown target 3 – break contact
Regaining Control – takedown
Break contact from hostile engagement
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First Demo Squad then
Poachers camp
Students observe other team conduct
Teams practice searching and securing
Explain, demo squad, team practice
Explain, demo squad, team practice
Explain, demo squad, team practice

Explain, demo squad, team practice

Explain, demo squad, team practice

Explain, demo squad, team practice
Explain, demo squad, team practice
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Day
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8

9
10

11
12
13

#9
Date: 12 March 2019
QUICK TAKEDOWN, SEARCH AND SECURE, CRIME SCENE, INTERVIEWING
Time
Subject
Description
Remarks/Props
0600-0645
PT
Self defence and/or casualty evac practice
0700-0800
Breakfast
Roll Call 0750 hrs
0800-0900
Reaction to confrontation
Counter Ambush Drill
Explain, demo squad, team practice
0900-1000
Reaction to confrontation
Continue Practice all techniques
Introduction to takedowns and
1000-1100
PowerPoint Presentation
Raids
Explain, Demo Squad, Practice
1100-1200
Quick takedown
Practical
5 x poacher camps
1200-1300
Lunch
Meal in the field
What is a crime scene
Grouping and Tasks
What is evidence at a crime scene
Use Lao ppt translation
1300-1400
Crime Scene Processing
Collecting evidence
Demo squad
Reducing contamination of crime scene and
Hand out questioning check list
evidence
Evidence Chain-of-custody
3 x poacher camps
1400-1500
Crime Scene Processing
Practice processing of a crime scene
Ensure delegation of duties for each team member
How to conduct an interview
1500-1600
Interviewing and Questioning
What questions to ask
Theory, demo and practice
Techniques
Practice complete procedure,
1600-1700
Quick Takedown
Takedown, secure, search, crime scene,
3 x Poacher camps one team does as the others observe.
interview,
1700-1800
Dinner
1800-1900
Spare

© Freeland
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Day #10
Date: 13 March 2019
#
Time
Subject
1
0530-0700
Break camp
2
0700-0800
Breakfast

RECONNAISSANCE AND DELIBERATE RAID
Description
Move to training center – clean up

3

0800-0900

Reconnaissance Patrols
Reconnaissance and Surveillance

4

0900-1000

Conduct Reconnaissance

5

6
7

1000-1100

1100-1200
1200-1300

Conduct Reconnaissance

Conduct Reconnaissance

1300-1400

Deliberate Raids

9

1400-1500

Deliberate Raid Team

10

1500-1600

Deliberate Raid Team

11

1600-1700

Deliberate Raid Section

12
13

1700-1800
1800-1900

Deliberate Raid Section
Dinner

14

1900-2000

Night Deliberate Raid

15

2000-2100

Night Deliberate Raid

© Freeland

Roll Call 0750 hrs
Aim of reconnaissance patrols
Surveillance Patrols
Planning Reconnaissance
Checklist
Drawing Sketch Maps
Break up into teams and conduct a
reconnaissance on a poacher’s camp.
Draw and sketch and report
Break up into teams and conduct a
reconnaissance on a poacher’s camp.
Draw and sketch and report
Break up into teams and conduct a
reconnaissance on a poachers camp
Draw and sketch and report

Lunch

8

Remarks/Props

Construct 4 x Large poachers camps
2 poachers in each camp

4 x Large poachers camps
2 poachers in each camp
Meal in the field

Considerations
Planning
Stages
Receive Section Orders, Conduct rehearsals
Move to vicinity of Camp site
As above
Conduct a deliberate raid on camp that
reconnaissance was conducted on during the
morning
Continue Practice
Receive orders, conduct rehearsals, move to
vicinity for takedown
Conduct a deliberate raid on camp that
reconnaissance was conducted on during the
morning
Return to Barracks
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Use info from reconnaissance
3 x poachers camps
One team does the other team observes.
3 x Poacher camps, 4 x poachers
Teams change camp site
One section does the other watches

3 x Poacher camps, 4 x poachers
Teams change camp site
One section conducts while others observe
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Day
#
1
2

#11
Date: 14 March 2019
Time
Subject
0600-0645
Physical Training
0700-0800
Breakfast

DELIBERATE AMBUSH AND FINAL TESTING
Description

Roll Call 0750 hrs

3

0800-0900

Deliberate Ambush

4

0900-1000

Track sits / Deliberate Day Ambush

5

1000-1100

Ranger Final Assessment

6

1100-1200

Ranger Final Assessment

7
8

1200-1300
1300-1400

Lunch
Ranger Assessment

9

1400-1500

Ranger Assessment

10

1500-1600

Ranger Assessment

11

1600-1700

Prepare for trip to field

12
13
14
Day
#
1
2

1700-1800
Prepare for field
1800-1900
Dinner
1900-2000
Spare
#12
Date: 15 March 2019
Time
Subject
0600-0645
Final check for field
0700-07.30
Breakfast

3

0730-0900

Travel to field

4

0900-1000

5

1000-1200

Start patrol
Patrol and practice skills with
instructor monitoring

6

1200-1300

7

1300-1400

8

1400-1500

9

1500-1600

10

1600-1700

© Freeland

Remarks/Props

Know what an deliberate ambush is
How to recon and establish
Grouping and task
Conduct an ambush
Testing on Subjects learned
Field signals, Formations, patrol base.
Obs Xing, Immediate Ambush, Reaction to
confrontation

Team
Rotational Stands, TBA

Quick take downs
Navigation test, GPS, plot bearings and
Nav Data sheet
First aid test, DRABC, control bleeding,
CPR
Plan patrol routes in field

Need 1/50,000 maps for every team and small practice maps for
each route (1 x participant)

Ready provisions and equipment

FIELD PRACTICAL SECTION 1
Description
At training center

Remarks/Props
Take packed lunch to field
Travel to cave area and teams follow trail into forest approx.
12kms
Practicing maps and other navigation along route
Note and data collection in teams

Eat packed lunch
Patrol and practice skills with
instructor monitoring
Patrol and practice skills with
instructor monitoring
Patrol and practice skills with
instructor monitoring
Patrol and practice skills with
instructor monitoring
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11
12
13

1700-1730
17.30
1800 - -

Day
#
1
2

#13
Date: 16 March 2019
Time
Subject
0600-0730
Prepare Breakfast
0630-0800
Breakfast
Patrol and practice skills with
0800-0900
instructor monitoring
0900-1000
Patrol and practice skills with
instructor monitoring
1000-1100
Patrol and practice skills with
instructor monitoring
1100-1200
Patrol and practice skills with
instructor monitoring
1200-1300
Lunch
1300-1400
Patrol and practice skills with
instructor monitoring
1400-1500
Patrol and practice skills with
instructor monitoring
1500-1600
Patrol and practice skills with
instructor monitoring
1600-1700
Set camp
1700
Dinner
1900 - Overnight in field

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
Day
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Set camp
Dinner
Overnight in field

Rangers prepare own food in field

FIELD PRACTICAL SECTION 2
Description

#14
Date: 17 March 2019
Time
Subject
0600 Prepare breakfast /lunch in field
0600-0700
Breakfast
Start Patrol back to rendezvous
0700-0800
location
0800-0900
Patrol back
0900-1200
Patrol back
1200-1300
Lunch in field
1300-1400
Debrief from field practical section
1400-1600
Written Post Test
1600-1800
Topic/Course evaluation forms
1800-1900
Final dinner
Spare

© Freeland

Remarks/Props

Rangers prepare own food in field

Rangers prepare own food in field

Rangers prepare own food in field

Meal in the Field training camp

FIELD PRACTICAL SECTION 3 / TESTING/ COURSE EVALUATION
Description
Remarks/Props

Meet vehicle for drive back to HQ

Closing party
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Day
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

#15
Time
0700-800
0800-0900
0900-1000
1000-1100
1100-1200
1200-1300
1300-1400
1400-1600
1600-1800
1800-1900

© Freeland

Date: 18 March 2019
Subject
Spare
Breakfast/briefing
Closing ceremony
Closing ceremony
Closing ceremony
Group Photo
Lunch
End of course

GRADUATION/CLOSING CEREMONY
Description

Speeches
Handing out certificates, prizes
Closing remarks from VIPS and students

Students travel home / FF depart for border
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Remarks/Props
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